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Abstract
The work is aimed at developing an anti-surge control software for the Turbo-blower number 11 and 12 at Power And
Blowing Station of Bhilai Steel Plant. Surge is the phenomenon in which there is a sudden increase in the discharge pressure
of the blowers and hence the decrease in the flow rate which leads to the flow reversals. This flow reversal can cause severe
damages to the blower turbine and can also be fatal for the human lives working over there. The work starts with studying
the anti-surge control systems already installed at the blower Number 11 and 12. The present surge control system is
hardware programmed, i.e., it is designed with the use of potentiometers, rectifiers, analog controller, etc. on a printed
circuit board. Due to the aging and the involvement of the various circuit components there is always a possibility of control
system failure due to the component failure. This project is intended to replace that hardware programmed circuit with a
controlling software which will be designed and fed to a general purpose programmable single loop controller. It will
decrease the probability of the system failure and hence will increase the reliability of the surge control system.
Keywords: Surge control system, Compressor, Turbo-blowers.

Introduction
Turbo-blowers are the machines which are used for blowing
large volumes of gases with a moderate increase of pressure in
the pipelines of the process. These are used in a number of
production processes. In a steel production process, they are
used for the supply of air to the hot blast stoves of the blast
furnace with the required flow and pressure. Any interruptions
in the supply of air may create loss of production.
Whenever the pressure of the air blown out of the turbo blower
is higher than the pressure inside the turbo blower a reverse
flow of air is created towards the impeller and inlet of the
blower, which reduces the speed of the turbine shaft and creates
noise and vibrations. This phenomenon is known as surge.
The established method of controlling a surge is to avoid its
occurrence by limiting the operating range of the turbo-blowers
which affects the efficiency of the machine1-3.Work has also
been done for an active control strategy for developing antisurge control system using fuzzy logic controllers and other
methods4. Efforts were also made to establish the anti-surge
mathematical model and anti-surge control algorithm for gas
compression pumps which fits to the proposed safety curve5.
Anti-surge control system are also designed through the two
valve systems operated by the PID and PI controllers for the
surge line specified by the pressure ratio versus volumetric flow
graph6. Adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) by
using some data and operation conditions from compressor site
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is used with fuzzy controllers which effectively addresses the
surging7.

Surge Fundamentals
Surge is a dynamic instability. It causes vibrations, noise,
throttle and temperature which can together harm the machinery
severely and in the worst case also cause damage to the human
life working around the machine. The stable operating region of
the compressor lies to the right of point B in Figure-1, where
pressure rise decreases for increasing flow. Also assume that the
compressor speed is constant, implying that the operating point
lie on the speed line shown in the Figure-1. The surge cycle can
then be described by the following steps:
i. Assume that the compressor operates at point A, when the
downstream pressure starts to increase. This causes compressor
flow to decrease to the point where no further pressure rise
through the compressor is possible, marked by B. ii. If the
downstream pressure still exceeds the maximum pressure
increase, flow will decrease and even become negative at point
C. The negative flow causes the upstream pressure to increase,
and as a result the pressure rise over the compressor goes down.
iii. At point D, the upstream pressure of the compressor is
almost equal to the downstream pressure. The compressor will
then restore positive flow. iv. Flow will continue to increase
until reaching point A. If no means are employed to move out of
the surge region, the surge cycle will repeat8.
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the left of the surge line is taken as unstable region where
surging phenomenon takes place. The blow-off line is defined to
the right of the surge line as per the safety requirements of the
system. The system is connected to the blow-off valves which
are initially closed and are made open whenever the system
starts operating to the left of the blow-off line so that to restrict
the turbo blower from reaching or crossing the surge line. It is a
preventive approach to control the blower from entering the
unstable region. Because surging is a very dynamic
phenomenon so the control system is also made to respond very
quickly to the adverse conditions.

Figure-1
Surge Cycle

The control system satisfies the following three requirements: i.
when the blower is operating to the right of the blow-off line
there must be no intervention by the control system. ii. With the
machine operating on the blow-off line a stable control behavior
is required. This can be achieved by the low controller gain. iii.
On the other hand, in the event of operation to the left of the
blow-off line, the control system must react at the high-speed
which requires high gain.

It is a very quick phenomenon so it is extremely essential to
design a control system that would react to the surge conditions
in almost no time and prevent the system from entering in the
surge cycle.

Figure-3
Anti-Surge Control

Control scheme
Figure-2
Pressure Ratio Vs Suction Volume Flow Rate

Anti-surge control system
The present hardware programmed control system’s design is
based on the surge and blow-off lines which are carved in the
pressure ratio (discharge pressure to inlet pressure) versus
suction volume flow rate graph as shown in Figure-2. The area
at the right of the surge line is considered as stable where as to
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Since the turbo-blowers with which we are dealing in this paper
is a constant suction pressure type so the minimum allowable
compressor suction flow rate (set-point for the control system)
is merely a function of the blower discharge pressure.
Since the surge limit moves towards larger flow rates with rising
suction temperature, correction is required by the addition of a
corresponding variable. Contrary to common practice the
control deviation is established at a point upstream of the
controller rather than in the controller so that the control
deviation can be influenced according to the actual position of
the operating point.
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When the blow-off line is exceeded by more than two percent,
the controller’s gain is increased by 5 times so as to take the
corrective action in a very quick manner.
The distance of surge limit and the blow-off line is varied as a
function of the rate of change and the distance of the point of
operation of the machine from the blow-off line. In this way,
protection of machinery is improved without the need of a wider
safety margin when operating under stationary conditions.

Expected result
The designed system which will be the outcome of this project
work will follow the above graph. AB is the surge line. DC is
the blow-off line defined at 10% safety margin from the surge
line. Line CE is the discharge pressure limitation line. The area
on the right of the blow-off line and under the discharge
pressure limitation line is the safe operating region in which the
system is to operate without the danger of crossing the surge
line.

Maximum discharge pressure limitation is also set. The
minimum flow rate check with respect to a specific discharge
pressure and the maximum discharge pressure limitation gives
their respective control deviation to the maximum selector
circuit which selects the highest control deviation to be passed
to the controller so that it produces the highest amount of blowoff valve opening. This ultimately ensures that neither the blowoff line is passed nor the discharge pressure limitation line is
passed.

Development of the control software
Since the turbo-blower which is used in the Power and Blowing
Station of Bhilai Steel Plant are constant suction pressure type
hence we are designing the surge control software based on the
surge line defined using discharge pressure versus suction
volume flow rate graph. The surge line is first defined by the
data that we have got from the test results during operation of
the turbo blower. Based on this defined surge line, we are
working for a 10% safety margin between surge line and the
blow off line. Hence we have got the equation of line for the
blow-off line. Apart from the blow off line we are also taking in
account the maximum discharge pressure limitation for the line.
So, we have defined a safe operating area or stable operating
region with the combination of the blow off line and the
maximum discharge pressure limitation line on the discharge
pressure versus suction volume flow rate graph.
We are using Toshiba Tosdic 211 D single loop controller for
the controlling action. It has dedicated software developing tool
which we are using for developing software which is used for
operating the turbo blower in the stable region defined by the
derived blow off and discharge pressure limitation line. The
approach to develop the software may be termed as the
functional block diagram programming approach.
The entire data processing flow in the controller has ten
different stages out of which five stages are routine processing
cycles which have in-built functions to be performed necessarily
by the controller such as high and low alarm checks, etc. Apart
from these routine processing cycles there are five intelligent
spaces which are to be used by the users as a part of their
programs to perform a specific task. According to the need of
the programmer, he can choose the required spaces and leave
blank the rest of the spaces.
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Figure 4
Expected Characteristic Curve

Conclusion
The designed system will definitely increase the reliability of
the anti-surge control system as the analog components and its
associated aging will be completely eradicated by the system. It
is also a very simple and cost effective solution to the problem
of surging.
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